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Bottom line: Continue holding the DreamTeam huddle at the normal time the team would be 
in huddle together each weekend. 
  
The goals: 

 Carry vision, and keep team informed so that they feel a part of the team 
 Keep consistency of team huddles  
 Give our DreamTeam a sense of belonging and need in the midst of not having 

physical services going 
 Offers consistent spiritual encouragement 

  
Recommendations on execution:  

- Set up an online format for DreamTeam members and leaders to join in – we 
recommend Google Hangouts or setting up a GoToMeeting at the time you would 
typically huddle 

- Provide the link or invite through the PCO plan –you can also text team members using 
PCO the team or email. You can also change who gets the responses back. 

- The huddle could be campus-wide DreamTeam Huddle at their typical times or have 
ministry directors lead their teams. For example, if I serve at 5:15 and huddle is typically 
at 4:45, still hold huddle at 4:45. 

- Another option is to not do the huddle live, tape it as video and again using PCO email 
or text it out at the time the team would be meeting. 

 
Communication to DreamTeam 

 Templates provided by Next Steps Central support 
 
Same communication lines for any weekend with the team: 

 The goal is to keep as much similar as possible.  
 Since campus directors are the ones who typically communicate and send out to their 

teams, I would recommend taping the video as 1 huddle from you, or you with your 
campus directors and then having your campus directors send to their respective 
teams. So Kids send to their Kids team, Students to students, Next Steps to well…all 
their teams!  

 


